INSTRUCTIONS

PREPARATION
1. Put the batteries in the light table. See the back of this sheet for instructions.
2. Turn the light table on.
3. Detach model page from the sketchbook.
4. Place model page under the clip to hold the sheet.
5. Place tracing page under model page and trace the chosen shape.
BATTERIES

1. Ask a grown up to put the batteries in. Place the light table upside down and unscrew the plastic tab to open the battery box.
2. Place the batteries in the right direction. Screw the plastic tab.

WARNING!
Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged. Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision. Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the toys before being charged. Different types of batteries or new and used batteries are not to be mixed. Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity. Exhausted batteries are to be removed from the toy. The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited. Batteries are not included.

⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts Not suitable for children under 3 years
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